Double Diamond Wilderness Hunts
2012 Season Report!

In 2012 we harvested 54 coyotes with 4 clients!
Needless to say everyone went home extremely
happy and we are looking forward to helping our
deer population again this winter.

Our spring bear hunts were again a huge
success! With the forest fire last spring we were
very concerned how it may affect our spring 12
operations! We had no need to worry as it was a
banner year once again for DDWH! 16 clients
viewed well over 400 bears and shot 15 bears,
and wounded 5! Our average on these 15 bears
was once again 6’10”, 10 of these bears made
the P&Y minimum of 18” on the skull with 6 of
these pushing over 19”. The largest bear of the
year was harvested by Dennis Wolter IN. USA. and was 20 6/8” squaring an amazing 7’8”.
John Ford KS USA also shot a giant squaring 7’6” and 20 4/8” on the skull. Spring 2013 is now
fully booked and we have some room in 2014, so if this hunt is on your bucket list be sure to
call and reserve your spot in 2014 ASAP. Thanks to our dedicated crew and all the clients who
held out for the big one. We look forward to hunting with you guys and gals this coming
spring!

I once again guided Dall sheep hunts for
Arctic Red River Outfitters and Gana River
Outfitters. These back pack hunts again
produced some tremendous old rams. I was
able to take a 10 year old ram for myself with
Gana River along with Doug and Shelly Sayer
ID. USA, taking 2 rams. At ARRO I guided 2
rams with one of them being the 42” 165”
pictured here, as well as an archery ram taken
on the last day of the hunt. It is a fabulous way
to spend the month of August for sure. If you need a Dall ram in your trophy collection and
don’t mind strapping on a back pack, give me a call to make that happen!

Returning from the NWT in early September it
was time to get ready for the

whitetail/mule deer archery hunts. I
took 1 archery hunter in mid September and
the weather cooperated for a change. Christof
Bollman from South Africa found us on the
web and made the long journey over. Christof
was run over with deer and missed a giant
that we later harvested during the rifle season
scoring 177”. He missed a second deer and
then on day 3 he finally connected with a mature buck! In October we had a group of 4
hunters all looking for trophy whitetail. Repeat hunters Scott Novak MO. USA and Eric
Keuling TX USA were back for the 3rd time. Scott got it done on the last day of the hunt with
the great buck pictured here. Eric was covered up in deer but could just not get it done on the
3 big ones he was pursuing. Tom Davis Jr. and Sr. TX USA were also unsuccessful. Tom Jr.
missed a 160 + class deer mid way through the hunt. It seemed we were in the October lull,
but hard work and persistence paid off giving everyone but Tom Sr. a shot opportunity!

The 2012 whitetail rifle hunts were again
outstanding. We were booked solid, taking 13
rifle deer hunters. Only 1 hunter did not have
an opportunity to harvest a 140 class or better
buck. Clients harvested 9 bucks, averaging
150”s. We only missed two deer this fall, and
wounded one. Big thanks go out to the deer
hunters that were not prepared to settle for a
marginal deer, and waited for Mr. big, as you
can see in the photos, patience pays big
dividends. The largest buck shot this season went 177” Gross B&C and was taken by Kevin
Yonkura PA USA. We will be seeing most of you again in 2013. I can’t wait! As I write this, our
2013 rifle hunts are booked but I do have some room in 2014. Thanks again to our dedicated
crew and all you hunters that put in the ass time to harvest these great deer. Whether
hunting the farmland or forest we can customize a hunt that suits you the client. I truly
believe that I have the best job in the world, and you the client allows me to live that dream!

Season’s greetings from Alberta, and we hope everyone has a fantastic holiday season. Shoot
straight and often, and remember that when there is lead in the air there is hope!
Happy Hunting,

Double Diamond Wilderness Hunts
Jeremy, Tonya, Brooke, and Cali

